
It was hidden away for centuries in the
archives of a seminary in Spain, a rare
edition of a Shakespeare play experts

believe may be the earliest copy of his
work to reach the country. Published in
1634, “The Two Noble Kinsmen” is a
tragicomedy about love, enmity and
madness written by Shakespeare in col-
laboration with Jacobean playwright
John Fletcher. “It’s likely the play
reached Spain between 1635 and
1640,” said John Stone, a lecturer in
English studies at Barcelona University
who discovered it at the Royal Scots
College, a seminary in the northwestern
town of Salamanca founded after the
Catholic Church was outlawed in
Scotland.

Collections of English works were rare
in Spain and plays were exceptional in
the 17th and 18th centuries, with all
books subjected to inspection at the
frontier by the Spanish Inquisition, par-

ticularly those from a heretical Protestant
state like England. The tragicomedy was
part of a single volume of eight English
plays printed from 1630 to 1635 that was
likely brought over by a traveller and
managed to escape falling into the
hands of the Inquisition. “I was going
through the section on political economy
and on the last shelf, I saw a book that
was distinct in its binding from pretty-
well anything else,” Stone told AFP.
Having written his dissertation on
Shakespeare in Spain, he realized its
importance immediately. “I knew the
moment I saw it that it was the oldest
copy of Shakespeare in Spain,” said the
Canadian researcher. “The question was
whether it had been the first
Shakespearean text to reach Spain.”

Under nose of Inquisition 
Until now, the earliest known work of

Shakespeare in Spain was a compilation

of plays found at the Jesuit English
College in Valladolid that likely arrived in
the late 1640s or early 1650s. It was sold
in the 1920s to Henry Clay Folger, a
wealthy American industrialist who went
on to found the Folger Shakespeare
Library in Washington DC. Clues as to
when “The Two Noble Kinsmen” arrived
lay in the margin notes made by Hugh

Semple, a politically-ambitious Scottish
Jesuit who was rector of the Royal Scots
College. “The handwriting tells us it
arrived in Semple’s lifetime and he died
in the early 1650s,” Stone said of this
“highly-networked individual” who was
friends with Spanish playwright Lope de
Vega and known for being able to bring
in English books.

His international ties were “very
active” in the mid-1630s when he “would
have had a great opportunity to import
the book,” Stone said, suggesting it may
have been brought over by a London-
based Scottish aristocrat who was liais-
ing between the English and Spanish
monarchs. Although the Royal Scots
College was located in central Madrid at
the time, right under the nose of the
Inquisition, there was no sign its “eclec-
tic mix of English books” was ever
noticed by the Holy Office.

It is unclear whether the Shakespeare
play was ever performed or used as part
of the college’s curriculum although
Stone said theatre was often used as
part of Jesuit teaching. Stone is now
working with a book historian to see if
the binding or stitching of the volume
could offer further definitive clues as to
when it arrived. — AFP
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This handout pictures show a rare edition of the Shakespeare play “The Two Noble Kinsmen”
experts believe may be the earliest copy of the Bard’s work to reach Spain.—AFP photos

Revelers hoping to escape the coro-
navirus doldrums at Rio de
Janeiro’s world-famous carnival got

more bad news Friday as organizers
indefinitely postponed the city’s epic
street parties, a day after the official
parades were scrapped. Originally
scheduled for February 2021, the
Brazilian beach city’s carnival is a mas-
sive mixture of social-distancing no-no’s,
from the huge crowds that attend the
annual samba school parade competition
to the giant free-for-all of street parties
known as “blocos.” After organizers
announced Thursday they were indefinite-
ly postponing the samba school parades
because of the pandemic, the association
responsible for 11 of the biggest “blocos”
said it was following suit.

“The samba school league made the
absolutely correct decision. Holding car-
nival-whether it’s samba schools or ‘blo-
cos,’ any kind of carnival with crowds of
people-without certainty on a vaccine or
guarantees for people’s health is a mis-
take,” said Rita Fernandes, president of
the Sebastiana association. “Sebastiana
has decided that without a vaccine and
especially without health guarantees for
the population, we’re not going to hold
any kind of carnival at all,” she told TV
network Globo News. Rio’s carnival, the

world’s biggest, draws millions of tourists
from around Brazil and the world each
year. But it has become the latest casual-
ty of the pandemic, as Brazil struggles to
get a handle on the second-deadliest out-
break of Covid-19 in the world, after the
United States.

Alarmingly high numbers 
Brazil has registered 4.7 million infec-

tions and nearly 140,000 deaths from the
virus. And while its spread has slowed
somewhat since July, the numbers are
still alarmingly high, with an average of
nearly 30,000 new cases and 735 new
deaths per day over the past two weeks,
according to health ministry figures. Rio is
the Brazilian city hit second-hardest, after
economic capital Sao Paulo, with 10,730
deaths. This is the first time it has post-
poned carnival since 1912. The pandem-
ic had already forced Rio to scrap anoth-
er tourist magnet, its annual New Year’s
Eve celebrations on Copacabana beach.
The city’s economy will likely take a hit
from both decisions. Last year, carnival
brought 1.5 million tourists to Rio and
added 3.8 billion reais ($685 million) to
the economy. But many residents said
they supported the move. —AFP

Fancy face masks and protective
shields feature next to printed-out
versions of paintings and graffiti,

photographs, sculptures, music and
video at a Prague exhibition of Covid-19
art created during the pandemic. Its
curator told AFP Friday the travelling
exhibition comprising more than 2,000
works by 500 people from 60 countries
was meant as a tribute to artists whose
work has kept the world sane during the
pandemic. “A key motivation was the fact
that artists helped us mentally survive the
pandemic, so it’s a way to thank them,”
said curator Pavel Stastny, an artist him-
self. When the pandemic struck Prague
in the spring, Stastny slapped a face
mask on the large graffiti portrait of John
Lennon on Prague’s iconic Lennon Wall.

The wall once served as a shrine for
those seeking freedom from the
Communist regime in the former
Czechoslovakia. The regime was toppled
in 1989. Stastny said news of the masked
Lennon made its way abroad and caught
the attention of French collector Blaise

Runart, who added an image of the work
to his online collection. “I became part of
a group of artists whose works focused
on Covid-19,” Stastny said. He then
began collecting images of works by his
peers worldwide via social networks
including Instagram and Facebook for
the exhibition held through September.
Some of the art was mediated by
embassies, and some videos were shot
and provided by UNESCO as part of its
Next Normal campaign focused on life
after the pandemic. “The works are fan-
tastic, they capture the ideas and impres-
sions the artists had during the pandem-
ic,” visitor Terezie Pokorna told AFP.
“This person made fun of it, that one
made a big deal out of it.” From Prague,
the exhibition will move on to another
Czech city, and perhaps even abroad.
“We are in talks with Belgium, Paris,
Serbia, the United Arab Emirates, Oman
and Thailand,” Stastny said. — AFP

In this file photo a couple stand in front of the “Lennon Wall” with a face mask attached to the
image of John Lennon in Prague where most activities slowed down or came to a halt due to the
spread of the novel coronavirus Covid-19. — AFP 

In this file photo a performer showers revelers with glitter in a street party during the annual ‘Ceu
Na Terra bloco’, in the run up to Rio’s carnival, in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. — AFP 

In this file photo taken on March 24, 2011
Indian President Pradibha Singh Pati l
( l e f t ) presents Indian singer S P
Balasubrahmanyam during the presentation of
the ‘Padma Awards 2011’ at the Presidential
House in New Delhi. — AFP

SPB, singer of
40,000 Indian
film songs,
dies at 74
S.P. Balasubrahmanyam, whose

prolific output as a singer included
around 40,000 songs in 16 Indian

languages, died Friday aged 74 after a
prolonged battle with coronavirus. His
decades-long career included stints as a
musician, composer, producer and
voiceover artist, but it was his singing
which won him millions of fans across
India, with chartbusters in multiple lan-
guages. Known to fans as SPB, he was
diagnosed with the virus last month and
admitted to hospital in the southern city
of Chennai. His death comes on the
heels of what has been a particularly
tragic period for Indian cinema, which in
May lost composer Wajid Khan to the
disease aged just 42, and luminaries
Irrfan Khan and Rishi Kapoor to other ill-
nesses in April.

The June suicide of popular actor
Sushant Singh Rajput sent further shock-
waves across Bollywood, sparking a
media frenzy. Balasubrahmanyan origi-
nally intended to be an engineer, but
music was never far from his mind, as he
entered-and won-singing contests while
still at university, eventually making his
professional debut in 1966 in a Telugu
language film. Accolades quickly fol-
lowed, bringing him six national awards
for songs performed in four languages-
Tamil, Telugu, Kannada and Hindi.
“People gave me an opportunity and I
had the strength to work for it, and I did
work for it,” he said in an interview to The
News Minute website in 2015.

A recipient of the Padma Bhushan,
India’s third highest civilian honor, he
was also known as the singing voice of
Bollywood superstar Salman Khan.  Their
partnership began with the 1989 hit
“Maine Pyar Kiya” (“I Fell in Love”), which
turned Khan into an overnight sensation,
and continued with the 1991 romance
“Saajan” (“Beloved”) and the 1994 block-
buster “Hum Aapke Hain Koun!” (“Who
Am I to You!”). Khan was among several
industry figures who paid tribute to the
singer, tweeting: “Heartbroken to hear
about #SPBalasubrahmanyam sir... you
will forever live on in your undisputed
legacy of music!” In addition to lending
his voice to Bollywood superstar Shah
Rukh Khan’s 2013 hit “Chennai Express”,
Balasubrahmanyam also built a hugely
successful career in the southern Tamil
and Telugu industries. —AFP

Can a small American aerospace
company get to Venus before
NASA returns to our superheated

planetary neighbor? That’s what Peter
Beck, the CEO of Rocket Lab, is hoping
as he sets his sights on launching a low-
cost probe in 2023. Over the past decade
his company has become very good at
putting satellites in to orbit-and his dream
of taking the next step, an interplanetary
mission, has received a shot of adrenaline
recently with the surprising discovery of a
gas linked to living organisms in Venus’s
corrosive, sulfuric atmosphere. “What
we’re looking for on Mars is signs of previ-
ous life,” Beck explains.

“Whereas Venus, it’s signs of potential
life now.”  With its hellish landscape,
Venus has been largely neglected by the
major space agencies since the 1980s in
favor of the Solar System’s more distant
bodies. Dozens of missions have notably
been sent to Mars seeking signs of
ancient microbes. But the discovery by
Earth-based radio telescopes of a gas
called phosphine in Venus’ atmosphere,
reported on September 14, sparked a
new wave of enthusiasm among scientists
who had for years defended the hypothe-
sis that tiny organisms could live in the
planet’s clouds.

Phosphine isn’t definitive proof of life.

But it is possible its presence is linked to
living organisms, as it is on our planet.
The finding led NASA to declare it was
time to once more prioritize Venus. Beck,
however, has always been in the pro-
Venus camp, and for two years has been
contemplating sending an entirely private-
ly-funded probe there, he said. He calcu-
lated, with the help of a PhD student, that
a small satellite called “Photon” that
Rocket Lab developed in-house could be

adapted into a spacecraft for an interplan-
etary voyage.

Such bids have historically been the
domain of national space agencies, given
the enormous costs involved-but Beck
thinks he has developed a budget solu-
tion. “I would expect a mission to Venus to
be sort of $30 million,” he told AFP by
video from Auckland, New Zealand.
“When you can measure interplanetary
missions in tens of millions of dollars
instead of billions, and months instead of
decades, the opportunity for discovery is
just incredible,” he said.

Free-falling 
Rocket Lab’s specialty is sending

small satellites into Earth orbit with its
small 18-meter high rocket-a highly lucra-
tive market in recent years as demand for
microsatellites has exploded. The compa-
ny’s Venus probe will be very small,
weighing around 80 pounds (37 kilo-
grams) and just a foot (30 centimeters) in
diameter. The trip from Earth will take 160
days, then Photon will launch the probe
into Venus’ clouds, where it will take read-
ings as it falls, without a parachute, at
almost 25,000 miles per hour (11 kilome-
ters per second). The probe will have
between just 270 and 300 seconds to
analyze an atmosphere that is almost a

hundred times denser than Earth’s before
it disintegrates or crashes on the planet’s
fiery surface, where temperatures are hot
enough to melt lead (900 degrees
Fahrenheit, or 480 degrees Celsius).

The hardest part is deciding on the sci-
entific instrument: what molecules should
it look for?  Miniaturization is another prob-
lem. The probe will need to weigh seven
pounds (three kilograms), which some
experts doubt is possible, but Beck dis-
agrees.  Rocket Lab will need help from
leading scientists, and has already
recruited MIT astronomer and planetary
scientist Sara Seager. The adventure is
the latest chapter in a new era of space
exploration fuelled not by governments
but by individual curiosity and ambition,
one that so far has been best symbolized
by Elon Musk, the iconoclastic founder of
SpaceX. SpaceX revolutionized the sector
through its reusable rockets that have
now sent astronauts to the International
Space Station, and has its sights set on
colonizing Mars.  NASA is no longer afraid
to subcontract missions to privateers, and
Rocket Lab will be paid $10 million to
send a microsatellite into lunar orbit in
2021.  As for Venus, Beck would like to
offer his services to NASA. —AFP

This photo released by NASA shows the plan-
et Venus in a composite of data from NASA’s
Magellan spacecraft and Pioneer Venus
Orbiter. — AFP


